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Patriot Techcorp' product innovation for its compliance solutions has continued from the initial release of the
OFAC PatriotTM & FinCEN PatriotTM programs in 2003, designed to specifically address U.S. Government
regulations, to the release of the OFAC PatriotTM & FinCEN PatriotTM programs in Version 2.2.0
The OFAC PatriotTM & FinCEN PatriotTM programs in Version 2.2.0 offer enhanced features & functionality that
provide users with the following program modifications:


Select a date range to run comprehensive consolidated search result reports from and to combining
selected result reports into one master report which can be viewed, printed and archived by date
consolidated reports were run



Consolidated reports can be run in either single or batch search modes



Single search mode provides the ability to run consolidated reports in either alphabetical or
chronological sort order



Batch search mode provides the ability to run consolidated reports in chronological sort order by dates
consolidated reports were run

Product Demo provided upon request.
About Patriot Techcorp
Patriot Techcorp, Inc. is a software research and development and network security management services firm
that specializes in combining advanced technology with vision and innovation to produce quality products and
cost-effective solutions.
The Patriot team is comprised of PhD level business professionals and computer science engineers that
collaborate in its efforts in being recognized as an industry leader providing comprehensive compliance &
technology solutions.
The founding management team has a combined tenure of over fifty years of experience within the
governmental and financial industries providing a wide array of solutions.
Patriot' engineering and programming team has developed and provided software applications and network
security consulting services for industries such as: casinos, export & import, financial, insurance, aviation,
judicial, military and intelligence sectors of the government, energy, communications and high-technology both
in the United States and internationally.
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